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Turritis glabra, 1990-2023, at least 6 fig grid ref Best to Search:  mid May - mid July

Yellow highlighting is for sites I favour visiting first

Site Name Gridref Date Comment
Isington Road, Kingsley SU778377 23-Jun-22 Only two plants found, in green fruit, both on eastern part of the site.

Baker's Corner, Kingsley SU778377 04-Jun-21 At least 50 plants in flower or in green fruit.

Kingsley, Baker's Corner SU778377 30-Apr-18

At least 65 plants scattered over the bank at Bakers Corner SU7787 3775. One plant found growing outside the 

fenced area, on the roadside verge.

Kingsley SU778377 05-Jun-16 Two plants only, at SU7787 3777, site dreadfully overgrown with Ulmus procera scrub.

Kingsley, Baker's Corner SU778377 25-May-14 Around 40 plants on recently cleared bank at SU7787 3775 .

Kingsley SU778377 30-Jun-12 We could only see four plants, at SU7788 3775, on the whole of the site as it is now very overgrown.

Kingsley SU778377 27-Jul-11 Many hundreds of plants at SU7787 3776 following scrub clearance by HCC in December 2010.

Kingsley SU778377 14-May-11

Following scrub clearance work by HCC last winter, now 340 mature flowering plants (some setting seed already) 

with almost countless immature plants.

Kingsley SU77873775 26-Jun-21 Some still in flower, on bank. [No plants of it could be found at all by Steve Povey and others on 12 Jul 2022]

Baker's Corner, Kingsley SU77873775 13-May-19 50+ fine plants scattered over cleared area.

Baker's Corner, Kingsley SU77873775 08-May-17 Several dozen plants on ground cleared of scrub by HCC on 15 Feb 2017.

Kingsley SU77873777 27-Jun-20

Kingsley, B3004 SU779377 23-May-06 4 spikes nearby on the roadside bank from SU7796 3776 to SU7799 3777.

Kingsley SU779377 23-May-06

4 plants. Two of them at SU7797 3776 about 6ft apart towards base of sandy bank, one near top of bank at 

SU7799 3777 and another near top of bank at SU7796 3776 a couple of yards east of some old railway sleepers 

once used as steps up the bank.

Kingsley, W of SU779378 26-May-02 On steep sandy roadside bank. Ref: L-WGH-5

Kingsley SU779378 27-Jun-94 c.66 plants counted, but mostly rosettes for 1995

Kingsley, W of SU780378 26-May-02 About 20m E of where the road N from Shortheath meets the B3004, a few found. Ref: L-WGH-5

Kingsley Common SU79403810 01-Nov-00 HBIC records  to 2009

Kingsley, E of SU796384 04-Jul-11

Single plant on road verge at SU7961 3841, but more on adjacent land of Riko UK Ltd, where sandy earth banks 

had recently been made. Here there were 16 plants at SU7966 3844, 2 at SU7961 3842 and one at SU7960 

3842.

Kingsley, E of SU796384 23-May-06

35 spikes also refound at former site a mile further E beside same road SU7964 3842 to SU7966 3843. [On 1 

Sep 2010 ARGM found that a new ditch had been constructed recently, with the sandy soil heaped on the road 

verge, but there is still no sign of the A. glabra].

Kingsley, E of SU796384 23-May-06

35 spikes refound at former site, spread from SU7964 3842 to SU7966 3843. (23 at SU7964 3842, plus 5 in the 

adjacent unimproved meadow. 6 more on roadside bank at SU7965 3843 and one on bank at SU7966 3843).

Gold Hill, Kingsley SU79693844 13-Jun-21 34 flower spikes, on road bank of B3004, 40m west of a telephone pole with a 'UK Rico' sign on it.

Sleaford SU800383 11-May-15 A single small plant on roadside verge at SU8008 3837. Has been recorded near here in the past.

Woolmer Forest Trackside SU80733340 01-Jan-99 HBIC records  to 2009 

Woolmer Forest Trackside SU80733340 01-May-97 HBIC records  to 2009
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Woolmer, Linchborough SU813334 19-Jul-15

Could only find two plants, they were right beside the tall conifer at SU81389 33448 and not at all on the recently 

well disturbed soil around there.

Woolmer, Linchborough SU813334 01-Jul-12

A good year at this site. 20 plants, some in flower, at SU8139 3345 in the area east of the path and south of the 

large conifer. Also 5 on the west of the path at SU8138 3345 with two in flower.

Woolmer, Linchborough SU813334 01-May-10 Two plants at c.SU8139 3345 following some minor scraping by MOD a few months ago to sustain it.

Woolmer, Linchborough SU813334 07-Jun-08

70 spikes counted at SU8139 3346. George Peet also noted about 50 plants there this year. Following 

conservation work this population has now recovered to 1996 levels.

Woolmer, Linchborough SU81393343 03-Jun-21 16 plants in flower, mainly on western side of the track.

Woolmer, Linchborough SU81393344 20-Aug-21 9 fruiting spikes at SU81394 33444, 1 at SU81397 33458 and 4 at SU81402 33443.

Woolmer Forest non-SSSI SU81393346 13-Dec-04 2 dead spikes in bracken that had clearly flowered in 2004.

Woolmer, Linchborough SU81403345 03-Sep-20 31 stalks counted, now dead and dry.

Woolmer, Linchborough SU814334 02-Aug-98 over 50 plants (mostly in seed) in grassy clearing

I have omitted some earlier records, or duplicates, with the same grid reference.

I sususpect that the records at SU8073 3340 have a grid reference error (for the wrong track) but could be worth checking.

I have searched unsucessfully for it at Kingsley Common SU7940 3810 but it is worth another look in that area.
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